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Abstract—Scaling complex distributed systems such as e-commerce is an importance practice to simultaneously achieve high
performance and high resource efficiency in the cloud. Most previous research focuses on hardware resource scaling to handle
runtime workload variation. Through extensive experiments using a representative n-tier web application benchmark (RUBBoS), we
demonstrate that scaling an n-tier system by adding or removing VMs without appropriately re-allocating soft resources (e.g., server
threads and connections) may lead to significant performance degradation resulting from implicit change of request processing
concurrency in the system, causing either over- or under-utilization of the critical hardware resource in the system. We build a
concurrency-aware model that determines a near optimal soft resource allocation of each tier by combining some operational queuing
laws and the fine-grained online measurement data of the system. We then develop a dynamic concurrency management (DCM)
framework that integrates the concurrency-aware model to intelligently reallocate soft resources in the system during the system
scaling process. We compare DCM with Amazon EC2-AutoScale, the state-of-the-art hardware only scaling management solution
using six real-world bursty workload traces. The experimental results show that DCM achieves significantly shorter tail latency and
higher throughput compared to Amazon EC2-AutoScale under all the workload traces.

Index Terms—scalability, soft resources, configuration, web application, parallel processing, cloud computing
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1 INTRODUCTION

A N important feature of cloud computing platforms is scala-
bility, the ability to scale system resources for both high

performance and high resource efficiency. Such ability is es-
pecially important for web applications such as e-commerce
because of two reasons. First, web applications in general adopt
the n-tier architecture (e.g., web tier, application server tier,
and the database tier; other tiers such as load balancer and
Memcached [1] are also common), the capacity of each tier is
supposed to be easily scaled by adding or removing server VMs.
Second, workload for web applications is naturally bursty. For
example, the number of users accessing an e-commerce website
(e.g., Amazon.com) can be over 10X larger in rush hours (e.g.,
black Friday) than that in normal periods. The traditional strategy
of static provisioning always for peak workload will lead to
significant waste of computing resources and power consumption.
So to achieve both high performance and high resource efficiency,
it is extremely important for web applications to be able to scale
during run time to match the workload variations.

Scaling a web application requires careful matching of system
resources and the runtime workload. Such matching is chal-
lenging because web applications usually have strict Quality
of Service (QoS) requirement such as bounded response time.
Since the workload for web application has large fluctuation
in both micro-level (within minutes) and macro-level (hours to
days), dynamically matching system resources and the runtime
workload in order to always satisfy the QoS requirement is very
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Fig. 1: System throughput comparison as a 3-tier system scales out
from 1-1-1 to 1-2-1. Here 1-1-1 means one Apache web server,
one Tomcat server, and one MySQL server in the system. In this
experiment, Tomcat is the bottleneck server and we scale out Tomcat
from 1 server to 2 as the system workload increases. Surprisingly,
the maximum achievable throughput of the system decreased signifi-
cantly after Tomcat scaling out.

challenging. Previous work [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] has proposed
various scaling mechanisms by adding/removing server VMs to
handle workload variations. However, these previous research
efforts mainly focus on how (e.g., virtual machine live migra-
tion [3]) and when (e.g., pro-active and re-active scaling based
on workload prediction [2]) to add or remove hardware resources
such virtual machines to change the system capacity. Little has
been discussed about how to reconfigure software components
to match the hardware resource changes in the system. On the
other hand, soft resources such as server threads and database
connections that control the concurrency of request processing in
the system have been shown to have significant impact on n-tier
web application performance [8].

In this paper we show that effective scaling of an n-tier
application needs intelligent coordination of both hardware and
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Fig. 2: Detailed experimental setup

soft resources scaling. Figure 1 shows one of our experimen-
tal results using a representative benchmark web application
(RUBBoS) to demonstrate the importance of hardware and soft
resources coordination during system scaling. After adding one
more Tomcat application server VM to the original 3-tier system
(one Apache web server, one Tomcat application server, and one
MySQL), the maximum achievable throughout of the system
unexpectedly reduced 40%. The detailed explanation of this
case will be in Section 2.2. The main reason is because of the
complex dependencies among the hardware and soft resources
of component servers in the system; adding or removing servers
in any tier of the system will change the level of the concurrent
requests flowing to the downstream tiers, which may either under-
or over-utilize the critical hardware resources in the downstream
tiers, causing significant system performance degradation.

Concretely, we build a dynamic concurrency management
(DCM) framework that takes intelligent control of soft resource
allocation into the management of system scaling. DCM exploits
a novel concurrency aware model that can decide a near-optimal
soft resource allocation of each server in the system by combin-
ing some operational queuing laws and fine-grained monitoring
data collected from each server’s request processing log. We
implement DCM as a two-level control framework. The first
level is scaling hardware resources (e.g., VMs) of the system
based on the workload variation similar as previous hardware-
only scaling mechanisms. The second level is reallocating soft
resources of each related server based on the concurrency-aware
model recommendation after the scaling of hardware resources.

The first contribution of the paper is a sensitivity analysis
of the performance impact of soft resource allocation on typical
servers in an n-tier application. Through extensive benchmark
experiments using realistic workload traces, we observed that
the optimal soft resource allocation for different type of servers
can be very different. For example, a Tomcat application server
achieves the best performance when 20 threads are allocated
while the optimal number is 36 for a MySQL database server
in our experimental environment. We also observed that under
the same hardware resource configuration a sub-optimal (but typ-
ical) allocation of threads can degrade the maximum achievable
throughput of Tomcat up to 70% and 64% for MySQL (Figure 3).

The second contribution is the concurrency-aware model that
determines a near-optimal soft resource allocation of each server
in an n-tier system. This model takes the non-linear multi-
threading overhead into account, thus the performance of each
component server can be correctly characterized under high
concurrency workload (Section 3). Our experimental evaluation
using a representative 3-tier web application benchmark (RUB-
BoS) show that the optimal soft resource allocation predicted

by the model actually enable the system to achieve the highest
throughput compared to other typical allocation cases, validating
the accuracy of the model.

The third contribution is a dynamic concurrency management
(DCM) framework that exploits the concurrency-aware model
to coordinate the hardware and soft resources provisioning in
system scaling management (Section 4). Using six realistic bursty
workload traces, our experiment results show that DCM achieves
significantly better performance and higher resource efficiency
than Amazon EC2-autoScale, the state-of-the-art hardware-only
scale solution in a commercial cloud (Section 5).

We outline the rest of this paper as follows. Section 2 illus-
trates the impact of request processing concurrency on represen-
tative server performance. Section 3 introduces our concurrency-
aware model. Section 4 introduces the design of our DCM frame-
work. Section 5 shows evaluation results. Section 6 discusses
related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUD AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Experiment Environment
In our experiments we use a standard n-tier benchmark RUB-
BoS [9]. RUBBoS benchmark application is a mini-version of
the popular news website Slashdot [10]. It is typically deployed
as a 3-tier (web tier, application tier, and database tier) or 4-tier
(with an additional load balancer for databases). The benchmark
application has 24 servlets providing different web interactions.
Based on the characteristics of each servlet, RUBBoS provides
two workload modes: browse-only CPU intensive or read/write
mix workload. We use the former mode of workload in this paper.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup of our private VMware
ESXi cluster. We adopt #W-#A-#D, a 3-digit notation to represent
the number of Apache web servers, Tomcat application servers,
and MySQL database servers of our benchmark application.
For each #W-#A-#D, we use #WT /#AT /#AC to represent three
representative soft resources in the system: Apache server thread
pool, Tomcat server thread pool, and Tomcat server database (DB)
connection pool. They control the maximum request processing
concurrency in Apache, Tomcat, and MySQL, respectively. Each
servlet uses one dedicated DB connection pool in the original
RUBBoS implementation. We changed the implementation to let
every servlet share a global DB connection pool. The purpose is
to limit precisely the number of concurrent database queries sent
to the downstream MySQL. In addition, we developed monitoring
tools to enable runtime monitoring and scaling of the three types
of soft resources, with more details in Section 4.2.2.

We use three types of workload generators in our experiments:
Jmeter [11], the original RUBBoS workload generator, and the
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(a) Tomcat achieves the “best” performance when the re-
quest processing concurrency is 20.
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(b) MySQL achieves high throughput when the request pro-
cessing concurrency is between 20 to 80.

Fig. 3: Throughput of typical servers in an 3-tier system at increasing request processing concurrency. (a) and (b) show that improper
concurrency settings in Tomcat and MySQL cause poor performance, suggesting the importance of concurrency control in the system.

revised RUBBoS workload generator. Jmeter is to generate work-
load with precisely controlled request concurrency 1, enabling a
quantitative analysis of the impact of request processing concur-
rency on n-tier application performance. The original RUBBoS
workload generator creates HTTP requests to interact with the
benchmark application, the request rate of which follows a
Poisson distribution with the mean determined by the number
of concurrent users. The revised RUBBoS workload generator
generates HTTP requests with realistic burstiness level based on
a trace file from a production environment.

2.2 Performance Degradation with Sub-Optimal Con-
currency Setting

E-commerce web applications such as Amazon.com typically
process high concurrent HTTP requests from clients ranging from
hundreds to thousands per second. The request processing con-
currency inside the system is usually controlled by the allocation
of soft resources such as worker threads or database connections
of each component server. Here we use concrete experiments to
show that request processing concurrency controlled by the allo-
cation of soft resources has significant impact on the performance
of typical component servers in an n-tier web application. The
results help explain the unexpected performance degradation after
the system scaling out as we have observed in Figure 1.

We conduct a quantitative evaluation on the performance of
MySQL and Tomcat under different concurrency settings of re-
quest processing as shown in Figure 3. In this set of experiments,
we use Jmeter to extract the HTTP requests recorded in a standard
RUBBoS workload trace and sends the requests with precisely
controlled concurrency to stress either the Tomcat (Figure 3(a))
or the MySQL (Figure 3(b)) server. For each controlled request
concurrency level, we set the same number of threads in the
corresponding server to avoid the queue overflow problem. In
this case, the workload concurrency equals the request processing
concurrency inside the server. Figure 3(a) shows the impact of
request processing concurrency on the Tomcat server throughput.
We can see that Tomcat achieves the highest throughput as the
request processing concurrency equals 20; either lower or higher
concurrency could lead to significant throughput degradation. We
also observed the similar phenomenon for MySQL as shown in

1. Jemeter uses threads to simulate real-world users. We set zero think time
between consecutive requests sent from the same thread, then we can precisely
control the workload concurrency for the system as the # of Jmeter threads.

Figure 3(b). The only difference is that MySQL achieves high
throughput at a different request processing concurrency range
(between 20 to 60). Such experimental results indicate that the
performance of both Tomcat and MySQL is very sensitive to the
request processing concurrency.

The sensitivity of request processing concurrency in compo-
nent servers also explains the unexpected performance degra-
dation after the system scales from 1-1-1 to 1-2-1, shown in
Figure 1. In that case, the 3-tier system has one Apache web
server, one Tomcat server, and one MySQL server (1-1-1) at the
beginning, with the default soft resource allocation 1000/100/80,
which means there are 1000 Apache threads, 100 Tomcat threads,
and 80 database connections. With this soft resource allocation,
the maximum request processing concurrency level in MySQL
is limited to 80. Our measurements show that Tomcat is the
bottleneck server at the beginning, so we add one more Tomcat
into the system (now becomes 1-2-1) as the workload exceeds the
initial system capacity. Since we still use the default soft resource
allocation for the second Tomcat, the maximum number of con-
current requests that can flow to the downstream MySQL doubles
(from 80 to 160). As a result, MySQL CPU efficiency degrades
significantly due to the increased request processing concurrency
(see Figure 3(b)), causing unexpected system throughput drop. To
truly scale the original system and fully utilize the newly added
Tomcat, the database connection pool size of each Tomcat server
needs to be adapted to 20. In this case, MySQL achieves the peak
throughput since the maximum request processing concurrency
in MySQL is limited to 40 (see Figure 3(b)).

The previous experimental results show the significant impact
of soft resource allocation on the n-tier application scaling man-
agement; only scaling hardware resources without appropriate
adaption of soft resource allocation could lead to significant
performance degradation. Considering the common practice of
system scaling in the face of naturally bursty workload for n-tier
applications, smart runtime adaptation of soft resource allocations
should be integrated into system scaling management.

3 CONCURRENCY-AWARE MODEL

In this section we introduce our concurrency-aware model that
determines the optimal allocation of soft resources in each com-
ponent server of an n-tier system. The model is an extension
of the classic queuing network model, with two additional en-
hancements: first, it captures the realistic request processing flow

3
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Symbol Description
M Number of application tiers
Tm The mth tier in the system (1 ≤ m ≤M )
Km Number of servers in tier Tm
Um Server utilization in tier Tm
X Throughput of the whole system
Xm Throughput of the mth tier
Vm Visit ratio for tier Tm
Vb Visit ratio for the bottleneck tier
Sm Service time of the mth tier
Sb Service time of the bottleneck tier
S?
b Adjusted service time of the bottleneck tier

Nm Number of threads in tier Tm
Nb Number of threads in bottleneck tier b

α, β, γ Correlation coefficients

TABLE 1: Descriptions of parameters in our model

within an n-tier system, for example, the processing of one HTTP
request for a Apache web server may trigger multiple sub-queries
to the downstream MySQL; second, the model considers the non-
trivial multithreading overhead of each server in the system when
facing high concurrency workload (see Section 2.2). Our goal is
to achieve the highest system throughput through optimizing soft
resource allocation in each tier of the system, in case of potential
hardware configuration changes due to system scaling.

3.1 Concurrency-Aware Queue Model

Assume there are M tiers in an n-tier application, where each tier
is denoted by T1,...,TM . We use Km to represent the number of
servers in tier Tm, where 1 ≤ m ≤M . To simplify the analysis,
we start with one server in each tier at the beginning, so Km

equals 1. Assume Um denotes the server utilization in tier Tm,
then based on the Utilization Law and Forced Flow Law [12], for
each tier we have the following equations:

Um = Xm ∗ Sm and Xm = X ∗ Vm (1)

In the above equations, Xm and Sm represent the throughput
and average request service time of the tier Tm, respectively.
X means the overall system throughput and Vm means the
visit ratio of Tm. The visit ratio Vm depends on the workload
characteristics. For example, Figure 4 shows that one sample
HTTP arriving to Apache triggers one AJP request to Tomcat,
which in turn issues two database queries to the downstream
MySQL. In this case, the visit ratio V2 = 1 and V3 = 2.
Equation 1 can be further transformed to:

X =
Um

Vm ∗ Sm
(2)

Considering that Sm denotes the average request service time
of the tier Tm, then Vm∗Sm means the overall service demand of
an HTTP request for the tier Tm. Since we only have one server
in each tier at the beginning, the bottleneck tier of the system
can be easily figured out: it is the tier that has the highest service
demand max

1≤m≤M
(Vm ∗ Sm). Let Tb be the bottleneck tier, then

we get the maximum system throughput Xmax when Ub = 1,
indicating 100% utilization of the bottleneck tier resource. Xmax

can be expressed in the following equation:

Xmax =
1

Vb ∗ Sb
(3)

In reality we may have Kb servers in the bottleneck tier, thus
we transform the above equation to

Xmax =
γ ∗Kb

Vb ∗ Sb
(4)

where γ is the correction parameter when multiple servers
in the bottleneck tier is considered. This is because the system
throughput will likely not to double if we double the number
of servers in the bottleneck tier (e.g., from one server to two)
because of many practical factors, including the load imbalance
problem among servers in the bottleneck tier or the resource
sharing of the downstream tiers.

When a system with a fixed configuration has stable workload
characteristics, both Kb and Vb are determined. So based on
Equation 4, we can predict Xmax once the bottlneck tier service
time Sb is determined. However, determining the real service time
of each tier is non-trivial, especially when one HTTP request
triggers several interactions between different components in the
system. For example, Figure 4 shows the processing of one
request in Tomcat involving two waiting periods for the response
from the downstream MySQL, which breaks the real computation
time for the request into three segments (the three blue boxes
under Tomcat). The situation becomes more complicated when
multithreading is involved. In a multi-threaded case, multiple
threads may contend for shared resources, in which the original
service time in a single-threaded environment may change be-
cause of the impact of resource contention as discussed in many
previous work [13], [14], [15]. So to estimate the average service
time of each tier in a realistic multithreading environment, we use
a different method as we will discuss in the next subsection.

3.2 Service Time in Multithreading Environment
Assume the bottleneck tier has a single-threaded server and
its service time is S0

b . Now we want to know the impact of
multithreading on the service time S0

b . There are two factors
that may delay the original single-threaded service time: thread
contention and crosstalk penalty. The second factor is also known
as coherence or consistency penalty.

Thread contention is caused by the sharing of limited soft-
ware (e.g., lock) or hardware resources (e.g., CPU core) during
multithreading. Thread contention may lead to the switch between
threads on fine-grained time granularity (e.g, each clock), causing
the interleaved execution of instructions from multiple threads.
The most common switch pattern between threads is round-robin.
As a result, we can model the delay caused by thread contention
as linear growth with the number of threads.

Computation
Time

Fig. 4: Illustration of inter-tier interactions for processing one HTTP
request in a 3-tier system.
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Crosstalk penalty is because of the coherence or consistency
requirements in a multithreading or a multi-processor environ-
ment. Hennessy and Patterson [16] (Chapter 5.2 in the Fifth
Edition) has a detailed discussion about the crosstalk penalty in
a centralized shared-memory architecture. In a multi-processor
environment, if each processor has a thread operate on a shared
variable, the crosstalk penalty is related to the number of proces-
sors in the machine because of the cache coherence requirement.
Additionally, from the soft resource perspective, if each of N
threads wants to obtain a mutex lock, the worst case involves
N*(N-1) notification messages, since each time one thread needs
to notify the other N-1 threads when it releases the mutex lock.
This means that the crosstalk penalty may grow quadratically as
the number of threads increases.

Based on the above two factors that affect S0
b under Nb

threads, we can derive the adjusted service time as follows:

S∗
b = S0

b + αb(Nb − 1) + βbNb(Nb − 1) (5)

where αb, βb are coefficients that depend on many factors
such as hardware specification and workload characteristics. This
equation also shows that when S∗

b reverses back to S0
b when

Nb = 1, the single-threaded case. We note that Gunther et al. [17]
have provided a formal proof of a different form of Equation 5
when they derive their Universal Scaling Law (USL). Interested
readers can refer their paper for more details.

The above analysis shows that multithreading may cause
longer delay for individual request processing because of thread
contention and crosstalk penalty, however, multithreading enables
full utilization of CPU resource and increases system throughput
by taking advantage of the pipeline design of modern CPU
architecture. As Figure 5 illustrates, the Nb threads use CPU
cycles in an interleaved manner; one thread finishing one request
takes S∗

b time, which also includes the waiting time for other (Nb
- 1) threads. Assuming each of Nb threads shares the CPU fairly,
then the adjusted average service time for each thread is:

Sb =
S∗
b

Nb
=
S0
b + αb(Nb − 1) + βbNb(Nb − 1)

Nb
(6)

By combining Equestion 4 and 6, we can derive the system’s
maximum throughput as a function of the concurrency in the
bottleneck tier as shown below:

Xmax =
γ ∗Kb ∗Nb

S0
b + αb(Nb − 1) + βbNb(Nb − 1)

(7)

T1

T2

TN

Nm

CPU  
CYCLES

TN

T1

T2

Fig. 5: Pipeline processing of requests with multi-threads

3.3 System Throughput Maximization
Equation 4 shows that to get the maximum throughput of the
whole system, the bottleneck tier service time Sb needs to be
minimized. Thus we transform Equation 6 as follows:

Sb =
S0
b − αb
Nb

+ βbNb + (αb − βb)

≥ 2
√
(S0
b − αb)βb + (αb − βb)

We get the minimum Sb when Nb =
√

S0
b−αb

βb
. Then we

take Min(Sb) back to Equation 4, and get the maximum system
throughput as follows:

Max(Xmax) =
γ ∗Kb

Vb(2
√
(S0
b − αb)βb + αb − βb)

(8)

The above derivation process of the model shows that to
maximize the whole system throughput, we need to set the
number of threads in the bottleneck tier server to be Nb. The
value of Nb depends on the parameters S0

b , αb, and βb. S0
b can

be measured through system profiling. The other two parameters
can be determined via regression analysis based on the online
measurement of system throughput and the allocation of threads
in each server of the bottleneck tier. Section 3.4 will show
concrete parameter training and validation for different bottleneck
servers in the system.

We note that setting the optimal concurrency Nb of the
servers in the bottleneck tier does not guarantee the maximum
system throughput; we also need to set proper number of threads
and connections in the upstream tiers in order to allow enough
concurrent requests flowing to the bottleneck tier and fully
utilize the bottleneck resource. Interested readers can refer to our
previous paper [18] that characterizes the relationship between
soft resource allocations between different tiers.

3.4 Model Training and Validation
To fast train the parameters of the model and determine the
optimal soft resource allocation for each component server, we
use Jmeter to generate workload (i.e., HTTP requests) with
different concurrency levels extracted from the real RUBBoS
workload trace. Because we set the user think time between
consecutive HTTP requests from the same user (thread) to be
zero, we can control the exact request concurrency to the target
system by specifying the number of users (threads) in Jmeter.
Then we return back to the original RUBBoS workload gen-
erator in the validation phase since it simulates the realistic
production workloads. Our goal is to validate whether the model
recommended optimal soft resource allocation could achieve the
maximum system throughput under realistic workload scenarios.

Model training for Tomcat: The concurrency-aware model
is to build the correlation between the request processing concur-
rency in Tomcat and the system throughput in order to determine
the optimal concurrency setting in Tomcat. To build such a model,
we use the 1-1-1 configuration (with the default soft resource
allocation 1000/100/80) because Tomcat is the bottleneck tier
of the system. Then we increase the workload concurrency for
the system from 1 to 100 and record the system throughput (see
Figure 3(a)). We take the <concurrency, throughput> pairs 2

2. Concurrency and throughput correspond to Nb and Xmax.
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Fig. 6: Model validation for Tomcat and MySQL using realistic system configuration. (a) and (b) show that the model recommended optimal
concurrency setting (20 for Tomcat while 36 for MySQL according to Table 2) indeed outperforms other four representative allocations. We
note that the 1-2-1 case has two Tomcat servers, thus 1000/100/18 can make sure the optimal concurrency (36) in MySQL.

as the input to the model as shown in Equation 7. By applying
the Least-Square Fitting analysis we estimate the values of the
parameters of the model and also the optimal concurrency setting
(Nb = 20) in Tomcat as shown in Table 2. The statistical R-
Squared value is 0.960 according to our additional measurement
data, indicating high accuracy of the model in predicting system
throughput under different Tomcat concurrency.

We further ran experiments using the original RUBBoS work-
load to validate the model generality. The RUBBoS workload
simulates the realistic workload scenario in which a user within
the same session sends every follow-up HTTP request after a
certain amount of “think” time. Figure 6(a) shows the exper-
imental results for the 1-1-1 case with five representative soft
resource allocations. 1000/20/80 is recommended by the model.
This figure shows that the system with the “optimal” soft resource
allocation indeed outperforms the other cases. For example, the
“optimal” allocation case outperforms the default configuration
case (100 Tomcat threads) 30% in throughput.

Model training for MySQL: To train the model for MySQL,
we scale the system from the previous 1-1-1 configuration to 1-2-
1 since MySQL is the bottleneck server under the new configura-
tion. Then we conduct the similar experiments of model training
for MySQL as for Tomcat previously. The estimated values of the
model parameters are shown in the third column of Table 2. After
resolving the model we conclude that the system achieves the
maximum throughput when MySQL threads allocation Nm = 36
(Figure 3(b) shows partial<concurrency, throughput> pairs). We
note that in our experiments we use the DB connection pool
size in Tomcat to control the request processing concurrency
in MySQL and there are two Tomcat servers in the system,
thus the optimal allocation of DB connections in each Tomcat
should be 18. We further conduct experiments using the more
realistic RUBBoS workload to validate the generality of the
model. Figure 6(b) shows that the model recommended allocation
(1000-100-18) indeed outperforms the other four representative
cases, including the default case with 80 DB connections. We
note that 100 threads in Tomcat is chosen because we want avoid
Tomcat thread pool being the bottleneck that limits the number
of concurrent requests flowing to the downstream MySQL.

Model retraining to keep prediction accuracy: In the above
experiments we have validated the accuracy of our model in
realistic workload scenarios. We need to point out that the model
is based on two assumptions. First, the characteristics of the

TABLE 2: Model training and prediction result. S0
b is measured

through system profiling.

Parameter Tomcat Model MySQL Model

S0
b 2.84e-02 7.19e-03

αb 9.87e-03 5.04e-03
βb 4.54e-05 1.65e-06
γ 11.03 4.45

R2 0.960 0.97
Nb 20 36

Xmax 946 865

workload (e.g., read/write ratio) in the training phase and in
the production phase (i.e., the realistic workload scenarios) keep
the same. Second, the new servers added into the bottleneck
tier are homogeneous to the other servers in the same tier.
This is because according to Equation 8, both the maximum
achievable throughput and the optimal concurrency setting of a
server Nb is related to the basic service time S0

b , which depends
on two factors: the workload characteristics and the hardware
provisioning (e.g., # of CPU cores and frequency) of the server.
S0
b will change if any of these two factors changes, thus the

optimal concurrency setting Nb of the server predicted by the
model will change and no longer be the optimal in the production
phase. To always keep the model accuracy, we need to retrain
the model of each server based on the online monitoring data
collected from real production environment from time to time,
assuming that the workload characteristics may change over time
or the system scales using heterogeneous hardware provisioning.

4 DYNAMIC CONCURRENCY MANAGEMENT DE-
SIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The previous section describes a concurrency-aware model for
the optimal concurrency setting of the bottleneck tier in the
system based on measurement data. Since system scaling in/out
potentially changes the request processing concurrency in the sys-
tem, to always maintain the high performance of the system, we
describe a dynamic concurrency management (DCM) framework
which is to dynamically adjust soft resources allocation in related
servers based on the model prediction.

6
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Fig. 7: The DCM framework

Figure 7 shows the DCM framework. It includes three key
components: Fine-Grained Resource Monitor, Optimization Con-
troller, and Actuators.

Fine-Grained Resource Monitor: Each VM installs a mon-
itoring agent to collect both the application-level metrics (e.g., #
of active threads, average server response time and throughput)
and system-level metrics (e.g., CPU, Memory, network I/O). Then
monitoring agents send the measured data at every second back to
a storage server (Kafka [19]). The controller will consume these
data for runtime performance analysis. The purpose of Kafka
is to serve as an intermediate storage server to coordinate the
distributed monitoring agents that produce data and the controller
that consume data since the controller may need to operate on
collective data over a period of time (e.g., 1 minute).

Optimization Controller: The controller makes adaptation
decisions based on the analysis of the data from Kafka and
the concurrency-aware model as we present in Section 3. Two
decisions need to be made at the moment of burst workload: VM-
level scaling and soft resources re-allocation. VM-level scaling is
to decide when to launch new VMs to improve the bottleneck tier
performance or turn off idle ones to avoid wasting computing
resources. Soft resources re-allocation is to make them best
suit the concurrency requirement of servers in the system after
the VM-level scaling finishes. In our current implementation,
the controller adopts the resource-usage driven approach in the
VM-level scaling, meaning that the controller will trigger the
execution of Actuators once the resource usage of any tier exceeds
a predefined threshold (e.g., 80%).

Actuators: The DCM has two actuators. the VM-agent ac-
tuator is to start or turn off VMs in a specific tier. The APP-
agent actuator is to re-allocate soft resources in the system based
on the concurrency-aware model recommendation. Usually the
APP-agent actuator follows right after the VM-agent actuator.

In the following section we outline the control algorithm of
how the above three components interact with each other for
intelligent system scaling management.

4.1 Dynamic Concurrency Management Algorithm

Our algorithm makes the following three assumptions:

1) There is only one bottleneck tier at a time in the system.
2) Our monitoring tools are able to identify the bottleneck

hardware resource as system performance deteriorates.
3) We are able to dynamically adjust the soft resource

allocation in each server during run time.

The first assumption is to make sure that the system does not
encounter the complex multi-bottleneck scenario [20], [21]. A

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for DCM scaling control
1 procedure DCMScalingControl
2 scaleOutStep = 1, scaleInStep = -1;
3 slowTurnOffFactor = 3, SystemRunning = true;
4 while (SystemRunning) do
5 / ∗Record hardware resources beyond util. threshold ∗ /
6 (Rh,Rl) = ResourceMonitor();
7 if (Rh 6= φ) then
8 / ∗ hardware resource util. exceeds upperbound ∗ /
9 bottleneckT ier = Rh → k;

10 VMScale(bottleneckT ier, scaleOutStep);
11 SoftResourceScale(bottleneckT ier, scaleOutStep);
12 else if (Rl 6= φ && counter > slowTurnOffFactor) then
13 / ∗ hardware resource util. cont. below lowerbound ∗ /
14 counter = 0;
15 scaleInT ier = Rl → k;
16 if (nTier[scaleInT ier] > abs(scaleInStep)) then
17 VMScale(scaleInT ier, scaleInStep);
18 SoftResourceScale(scaleInT ier, scaleInStep);
19 else if (Rl 6= φ && counter < slowTurnOffFactor) then
20 counter++;
21 else
22 counter = 0;
23 end
24 end

25 procedure VMScale (scaleT ier, scaleStep)
26 if (scaleStep > 0) then
27 TurnOnVMs(scaleT ier, scaleStep);
28 nTier[scaleT ier] = nTier[scaleT ier] + scaleStep;
29 else if (scaleStep < 0 && (nTier[scaleT ier] + scaleStep) > 0)

then
30 TurnOffVMs(scaleT ier, abs(scaleStep));
31 nTier[scaleT ier] = nTier[scaleT ier] - abs(scaleStep);

32 procedure SoftResourceScale (scaleT ier, scaleStep)
33 if (scaleStep > 0) then
34 /∗get optimal concurrency of each downstream server∗/
35 optAlloc = ModelPredict(scaleT ier + 1);
36 soft[scaleT ier] = (optAlloc * nTier[scaleT ier + 1])
37 /(nTier[scaleT ier] + scaleStep);
38 AppActuator(scaleT ier, soft[scaleT ier]);
39 else if (scaleStep < 0) then
40 / ∗ get optimal concurrency of scaleT ier server ∗ /
41 optAlloc = ModelPredict(scaleT ier);
42 soft[scaleT ier] = optAlloc;
43 AppActuator(scaleT ier, soft[scaleT ier]);

multi-bottleneck scenario refers to the case where the bottleneck
shifts rapidly among different system components because of
complex resource dependencies in the system. In such a case, the
system performance may deteriorate while the average utilization
of each component is far from saturation, which disables the trig-
gering conditions (e.g.,CPU utilization higher than 80%) of the
control framework. Handling complex multi-bottleneck cases still
remains a significant challenge and needs our further research.
The second assumption assumes that we have proper monitoring
tools such as collectl and sysstat to enable bottleneck detection.
The third assumption assumes that we have management tools
which are able to scale soft resources of each component server
on the fly. While there are many existing monitoring tools to sat-
isfy the second assumption, we implement our own management
tools for soft resource scaling, with more details in Section 4.2.2.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for the interaction of the
three components in our control framework. We explain the key
procedures in more detail in the following:

DCM Scaling Control. This procedure details the control
logic of the Optimization Controller. The controller exploits
resource monitors to measure the runtime system status such as
CPU utilization and application performance metrics and make

7
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scaling decisions. We define two resource utilization thresholds:
upper bound for scaling-out and lower bound for scaling-in. For
each control period, the resource with average utilization higher
than the upper bound (e.g., 80%) is recorded in Rh while the one
lower than the lower bound (e.g., 40%) is recorded in Rl (line 6).

To make the system performance stable under bursty work-
load, the controller adopts the “quick start but slow turn off”
scaling policy learned from the AutoScale work of Gandhi et
al. [2]. Concretely, if the utilization of any concerned resource
during one control period exceeds the pre-defined upper bound,
the controller will ask the VM-agent actuator to launch new
VM(s), which will spend certain amount of preparation time
(e.g., 15 seconds) before joining the system and ready to serve
requests. On the other hand, the controller will turn off VMs
where the utilization of all the concerned resources is below the
lower bound continuously for three control periods (line 12).

Virtual Machine Scaling. This procedure is to turn on/off
virtual machines similar as all the other scaling frameworks in
the cloud (e.g., Amazon EC2 AutoScale). While turning on VMs
is relatively easy, turning off VMs needs to check whether the
number of VMs to turn off (requested by controller) is less than
the number of running servers (line 30).

Soft Resource Scaling. This procedure is to scale the soft
resource allocation of the system based on the concurrency-
aware model after the VM level scaling. Theoretically, the optimal
concurrency setting in each VM does not change with the number
of VMs, however, the actual request processing concurrency in
a server is also affected by the size of connection pools of
the servers upstream tier, which may change when the server’s
upstream tier scales out or in. In this procedure, we simply
make the size of connection pools in one tier the same as that
of the thread pools in its successive downstream tier after the
VM-level scaling. Nevertheless, this procedure shows that the
soft resource scaling is different between VM scaling out and
in. For VM scaling out, we need to consider the impact of
the increased request concurrency (due to newly added VMs)
on the performance of the downstream tier servers. Assuming
that the optimal concurrency (based on our concurrency-aware
model) for each downstream server is optAlloc and the num-
ber of downstream servers is nTier[scaleT ier + 1], so the
optimal total concurrency of the downstream tier is optAlloc *
nTier[scaleT ier+1]. Thus the new allocation of soft resources
(connection pool size) of each server in the scaleT ier tier is
shown in line 38. On the other hand, in a VM scaling-in case,
the number of VMs in the scaleT ier tier is reduced while the
maximum concurrent requests from its upstream tier keep the
same. To avoid high overhead caused by high concurrent requests
from its upstream tier, the soft resource allocation (thread pool
size) of the scaleT ier tier needs to be re-adjusted based on the
concurrency-aware model recommendation (line 44).

4.2 Implementation Details

4.2.1 VM-Agent for VM-level Scaling
Launching or turning off VMs is easy in the cloud because the
underlying hypervisor provides corresponding APIs that can be
called remotely. The complexity of VM level scaling comes from
the servers that run inside VMs. For example, it is relatively easy
to add VMs that run stateless servers (e.g., Apache web servers)
because they can serve new requests seamlessly right after they
join the system. However, adding VMs that run stateful servers

(e.g., database servers) is non-trivial because they need to resolve
data or state consistency problem, for example, a newly added
database server may need to synchronize with other running
databases in the system, thus may require more preparation
time to be ready to serve new requests. We set the preparation
period of each VM to be 15 seconds after VM-agent actuator
launches the VM, which is enough for the VM to be ready in our
benchmark experiments. More preparation time may be needed in
real production environment. We also use HAproxy [22] as a load
balancer to dynamically balance workload among servers after the
system scaling, where we adopt the least pending request (LPR)
scheduling policy to dispatch requests to downstream servers.

4.2.2 APP-Agent for Soft Resource Re-Allocation
Once the VM-level scaling is done, we use APP-agent to
control the request processing concurrency in each component
server through re-allocating soft resources in the system. Two
approaches exist to limit the request processing concurrency level
of a server: adjusting the servers thread pool (STP) size or con-
trolling the upstream tier’s connection pool size. The second one
is possible because the connection pool size in the upstream tier
can limit the maximum number of concurrent requests flowing
to the server. We use the first approach (i.e., adjusting the STP
size) to control the request processing concurrency in Tomcat
because Tomcat may directly serve HTTP requests from clients,
thus no connection pool from upstream tiers to control with. On
the other hand, we use the second approach to control the request
processing concurrency in MySQL. This is because we are able
to control the DB connection pool size of Tomcat, which is the
direct upstream tier of MySQL.

The runtime adjustment of the STP size of Tomcat is sup-
ported by the latest Tomcat implementation. Tomcat registers STP
as an MBean in the hosting Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which
allows a remote Java program (e.g., our APP-agent) to fetch or
change the STP size through remote method invocation (RMI).
However, the DBConnP parameter is not included in Tomcat
server MBeans. We need to find a way to expose the capabilities
of managing this parameter dynamically.

There are two methods to manage the DBConnP size in
Tomcat. The first method is to dynamically change and load
the Tomcat JDBC connection pool configuration file, however,
this method requires change of the DB connection pool imple-
mentation of the original application. The second method is to
implement our own MBean exposing the management interface
of the DBConnP parameter, which is similar to the management
of STP in Tomcat. Since the second method is less intrusive and
can be easily applied to other Java-based servers, we choose
the second method to implement the management module of
DBConnP in Tomcat as part of our APP-agent component.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Here we evaluate how effectively does DCM perform when
comparing to other state-of-the-art system scaling solutions under
six realistic bursty workload scenarios. Concretely, we compare
the performance of a 3-tier application equipped with two system
scaling management frameworks: DCM and the hardware-only
scaling framework “EC2-AutoScale” [23] provided by Amazon
AWS. The latter one has been widely used in academic re-
search [24], [25], [26] and industry practices. We will show
that DCM outperforms “EC2-AutoScale” in both the system tail
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Fig. 8: Workload Traces We Use for Experiments

latency and throughput because of intelligent control of request
processing concurrency during the system scaling process.

5.1 DCM Evaluation with Concurrency-Aware Models

We have implemented both DCM and EC2-AutoScale in our
VMware ESXi 6.0 cluster environment. With EC2-AutoScale,
customers can set threshold values (usually the CPU utilization)
to dynamically add or remove VMs from an Auto Scaling
group, which specifies the type and the upper bound of VMs to
scale [27]. Amazon CloudWatch is used to monitor resource uti-
lization. Concretely, EC2-AutoScale uses Amazon CloudWatch
to monitor resource utilization and trigger the scaling activities
once the monitored resources exceeds the predefined threshold.
We set the control period for both controllers to be 15-second,
which has been used in other state-of-the-art control policies [14],
[28]. To avoid performance instability caused by bursty workload,
we also adopt the “quick start but slow turn off” VM scaling
policy learned from Gandhi’s et al. AutoScale work [2], as
described in more detail in Section 4.1.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the two controllers using six
realistic workload traces (Figure 8) collected from the real-world
production systems [29], [30]. These traces are categorized by
Gandhi et al. in their AutoScale paper [2]. To fit the capacity of
our experiment environment, we scale these workload traces such
that the maximum number of concurrent users is 7500, and the
duration of each trace is 12 minutes.

Figure 9 shows the timeline comparison between the DCM
and the EC2-AutoScale cases under the same “Large variations”
workload (see Figure 8(a)). The four subfigures in the left column
show the DCM case and those in the right column show the
EC2-AutoScale case. In both cases the system has the same
initial hardware configuration 1-1-1, with the default soft resource
allocations 1000/100/80. Comparing Figure 9(a) and 9(b), the
DCM case shows relatively stable performance all the time while
the EC2-AutoScale case has three obvious performance dete-
rioration periods (50s∼90s, 227s∼259s, and 530s∼560s). The
interesting observation is that all the three periods of performance
degradation are the periods when the bottleneck tier of the system
is about to scale (see Figure 9(d) 9(f)).

Taking the first period 50s∼90s in Figure 9(b) for example,
EC2-AutoScale presents a large response time spike and sig-
nificant throughput drop. During this period, we observe that
the original one Tomcat server scales to two at 67s because
the Tomcat CPU utilization exceeds the scaling threshold (see
Figure 9(d)). We note that the system performance already starts

to deteriorate before the second Tomcat adding in. This is because
the scale-out activity is triggered only after the 15-second control
period. Interestingly, the system performance degrades even fur-
ther when the second Tomcat adds into the system. This is be-
cause of the increased request processing concurrency in MySQL
after the Tomcat scaling out. Once the second Tomcat adds in,
MySQL becomes the new bottleneck tier. Due to the newly added
Tomcat, the Tomcat tier now is able to send doubled concurrent
requests to the downstream MySQL (from the default 80 DB
connection pool size to 160) (see Figure 9(h)). High concurrent
requests in MySQL cause low efficiency of MySQL CPU (see
Figure 3(b)) and thus low Queries-Per-Second (QPS, throughput
of MySQL) as shown in Figure 9(h). The system performance
eventually returns to normal after the second MySQL instance
added to the system at time mark 90s as shown in Figure 9(f). The
second performance deterioration during the period 227s∼259s
is similar as the first one when the third Tomcat and MySQL are
added to the system due to the continual increase of workload.
The third performance deterioration period 530s∼560s is more
interesting. The MySQL tier scales in from two instances to
one at 528s due to the decreased workload. Then in the next
control period high workload suddenly floods to the MySQL tier,
and the only left-over MySQL instance encounters high request
processing concurrency (160), causing low QPS (see Figure 9(h)).

On the other hand, there is only moderate performance
degradation in the DCM case during the three periods mentioned
above under the same workload (see Figure 9(a)). This is because
DCM dynamically reallocates soft resources in both Tomcat and
MySQL to the “optimal” level based on the model prediction,
thus both of them perform efficiently during the temporarily
overloaded periods, thus achieves much more stable performance
compared to the EC2-AutoScale case.

Readers may find out that the fundamental problem of the per-
formance deterioration in the EC2-AutoScaling case is because
of the scaling-out activities lagging of the workload increase,
which leads to temporary high concurrency of the servers with
degraded efficiency in the bottleneck tier. A simple solution is to
reduce the control period to let the system respond fast, however,
too small a control period will make the system unstable under
bursty workload [31]. Even if we reduce the control period, the
preparation period for a newly added VM taking effect still takes
time. For example, Gandhi et al. report 30s∼1min for launching
a KVM-based VM [32]. In our experimental environment, a
ESXi host needs 15s to launch a VM. Some more advanced
approach may scale out the system proactively based on the
prediction of workload [3], [28], however, predicting n-tier ap-
plication workload such as e-commerce is a well-known research
challenge because of the bursty nature of the workload (e.g.,
Slashdot effect [10]). So temporary overloading of the system
is unavoidable in practice and DCM can help stabilizing system
performance during the temporary overloading periods.

Figure 9 also shows that DCM achieves higher resource
efficiency than EC2-AutoScale because DCM achieves better
performance while using the same (if no less) amount of hardware
resources. For example, both the Tomcat and MySQL tier in
DCM and EC2-AutoScale scales up to 3 server instances during
the 700 seconds experimental period. The fundamental reason is
because DCM is able to dynamically adjust the software resource
allocations of the servers in the system to more efficiently utilize
the underlying hardware resources (e.g., CPU).
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(a) System response time is low and stable under the “Large
Variation” workload. System throughput matches the work-
load variation (Figure 8(a)), suggesting no throughput loss.
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(b) System encounters frequent response time spikes under
the same workload trace as in (a). System throughput drops
during each response time spike period at 70s, 230s, and 530s.
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(c) The Tomcat tier scales out/in along with the CPU util.
variation. The scaling-out actions at 80s, 100s, and 560s cause
only minor variation of system response time as shown in (a).
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(d) In the EC2-AutoScale case, Tomcat scaling-out actions at
80s and 230s coincide with response time spike periods and
throughput drops as shown in (b).
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(e) The MySQL tier scales out/in along with the CPU util.
variation. MySQL scaling-out actions at 80s, 230s, and 540s
coincide with minor response time variation as shown in (a).
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(f) In the EC2-AutoScale case, MySQL scaling-out actions at
90s, 250s, and 550s coincide with response time spike periods
and throughput drops as shown in (b).
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(g) Runtime request processing concurrency and Queries-Per-
Second (QPS) of the first MySQL. MySQL concurrency limit
is controlled to the “optimal” level at the scale-out periods
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(h) MySQL runtime concurrency is high at the scaling-out
periods 90s, 250s, and 550s. Suboptimal high concurrency in
MySQL leads to low QPS, which in turn causes response time
spikes and throughput drops as shown in (b).

Fig. 9: Performance degradation of EC2-AutoScale compared to DCM under the same “Large Variation” workload. The left side figures are
for DCM while the right side are for EC2-AutoScale. The system in both cases starts with the 1-1-1 configuration and the default 1000/100/80
soft resource allocation, however, DCM outperforms the EC2-AutoScale case once system scaling actions occur.

5.2 Performance Comparison Under Other Traces

The experiments in Figure 9 are conducted when the target
system starts with the default configuration 1000/100/80, showing
that DCM outperforms EC2-AutoScale significantly. What if the
system starts with initially optimal concurrency setting? Here
we show that, static concurrency setting, even optimal at the
beginning, may cause significant performance degradation when
the target system scales to a different size. We show this case by

conducting the experiments using the “Steep tri phase” workload
trace, where the system starts with initially optimal allocation
of software resources in both DCM and EC2-AutoScale. We
changed the initial system hardware configuration from 1-1-1 to
1-4-1, meaning that the system initially consists of one Apache
web server, four Tomcat servers, and one MySQL database server.
Such initial configuration makes sense because the number of
application servers (Tomcat here) is usually larger than that of the
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(a) System achieves stable response time under the “Steep Tri
Phase” workload (see Figure 8(f)). System throughput matches
the workload variation, suggesting no throughput loss.
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(b) System encounters response time spikes under the same
bursty workload trace as in (a). System throughput also drops
significantly during the response time spikes at 320s and 550s.
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(c) The Tomcat tier scales out/in along with the CPU util.
variation. Tomcat scaling-out actions at 370s and 590s cause
only minor variation of system response time as shown in (a).
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(d) In the EC2-AutoScale case, the Tomcat tier does not scale
out because the CPU utilization is always below the triggering
threshold (80%).
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(e) The MySQL tier scales out/in along with the CPU util.
variation. The MySQL tier scaling-out actions at 340s and 560s
coincide with minor response time variation as shown in (a).
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(f) In the EC2-AutoScale case, the MySQL tier does not scale
out because the CPU utilization is always below the triggering
threshold (80%).
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(g) Measured runtime concurrency and Queries-Per-Second
(QPS) of the first MySQL. MySQL concurrency limit is always
controlled to the “optimal” level (40) during the scaling-out
periods at 340s and 560s (see (c)), thus produces high QPS.
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(h) In the EC2-AutoScale case, MySQL runtime concurrency
is low all the time. But the QPS is lower than that of the DCM
case (g) during the peak client workload period at 340s and
560s.

Fig. 10: Performance degradation of EC2-AutoScale compared to DCM under the same “Steep tri phase” workload. The 1-4-1 system initially
starts with the optimal allocation of software resources in both cases, however, the DCM case shows much more stable performance than the
EC2-AutoScale case by comparing (a) and (b).

database servers in a typical n-tier system since database is more
likely to be the system bottleneck. Based on our concurrency-
aware model, the optimal software resource allocation for the sys-
tem should be 1000/20/9 (1000 threads in the Apache web server,
20 threads and 9 database connections in a Tomcat server). Such
a setting is optimal because: (1) MySQL is the bottleneck server
at the beginning, thus we should optimize the request processing

concurrency in MySQL, which is 36 based on our model (2) there
are four Tomcat servers, thus the optimal database connection
pool size of each Tomcat should be 9, so the maximum number
to concurrent requests that are allowed to flow to the downstream
MySQL is 9*4=36. Figure 10 shows that DCM performs much
better than EC2-AutoScale under the workload trace Steep tri
phase. This is because the system scales-in to 1-1-1 due to the
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TABLE 3: Response Time Performance Comparison Between Autoscale and DCM Under Different Traces

Percentile Response Time (ms) Large
Variation

Quick
varying

Slowly
varying Big Spike Dual Phase

Steep Tri
Phase

RT95

EC2-
AutoScale 1027 904 1087 525 622 485

DCM 125 28 206 111 57 56

RT99

EC2-
AutoScale 3566 2229.99 3228 1777 1378 1710

DCM 226 105 352 198 223 136
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Fig. 11: Throughput comparison between DCM and EC2-AutoScale under the other four realistic bursty workload traces

low workload at the beginning. As the workload starts to increase
at the period around 300s, EC2-AutoScale can not scale-out either
Tomcat or MySQL because the static small database connection
pool size (9) becomes the new system bottleneck, causing low
utilization of Tomcat and MySQL CPU, thus can not trigger any
scaling-out activities to handle the increased workload.

Figure 11 shows the throughput comparison results between
DCM and EC2-AutoScale under the other four representative
workload traces (see Figure 8). In most cases DCM has more
stable throughput performance than EC2-AutoScale, the root
cause has been explained before and we do not repeat here.
The only exception is the “slowly varying” workload trace case.
Although DCM does not have long sharp throughput drop as
EC2-AutoScale during the system scaling out phase (between
380s to 420s), its throughput has large variation between 420s
to 510s. This is because the system under control reaches the
scaling out limit here. The EC2-AutoScale framework has a
scaling policy in which a user has to set a scaling out limit of
VMs in the Auto Scaling group [27]. To compare DCM and EC2-
AutoScale in realistic scenarios, we set the scaling out limit of
both the Tomcat tier and the MySQL tier to be 3 VMs each. Under
the “slowly varying” workload trace case, the system already
reaches the scaling out limit between 420s to 510s because
of the steady high workload period (see Figure 8(c)), and the
system performance starts to become unstable during this period
as shown in Figure 11(b).

We further summarize the the system response time compari-
son results under all the workload traces in Table 3. We choose the
RT95 and RT99 as the comparison metrics, which represent 95th
and 99th percentile response time, respectively. The DCM case

outperforms the EC2-AutoScale case uniformly under different
workload traces. Even for RT99, we can see that the DCM case
still keeps the response time below 500ms, which (or even lower)
is a common Service Level agreement (SLA) requirement for
most modern e-commerce websites [28], [33], [32].

Discussion. Although DCM has been demonstrated to work
effectively when scaling a small-scale 3-tier application, DCM
also applies to large scale web applications where each tier
has tens to hundreds of VMs. As long as the concurrency of
components/tiers changes resulting from the system scaling, we
need to re-adjust the concurrency setting after the system scaling
in order to efficiently utilize the underlying hardware resources.
For large systems, the effectiveness of DCM highly depends on
the workload variation pattern; for example, if the ratio of the
turned-on/off VMs over the total number of VMs in one tier
is large after the system scaling, then DCM should work more
effectively since the concurrency change to downstream tiers is
also large. On the other hand, if the ratio of the turned-on/off VMs
is small, then our DCM should be less effect since the change of
request processing concurrency in the system is also small.

6 RELATED WORK

Feedback Control Based Resource Adaption. Most previous
research in this category [2], [4], [6], [32], [34], [35], [28]
shares the similar goal: meet the QoS requirements such as
bounded response time while minimize the cost (either operation
or infrastructure). These research efforts can be further classified
into two groups: reactive approaches and predictive approaches.

Reactive approaches [5], [28], [2] use either system-level
(e.g., CPU utilization) or application level (e.g., system response
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time, queue length) feedback signals to determine when to scale
the system. Due to the reactive nature, the system usually already
suffered the performance damage before the newly added VMs
starting to share load due to the unavoidable and sometimes very
long setup time (e.g., up to minutes [32]).

Predictive approaches [3], [36], [26], [4] works well for
workloads with periodic patterns. The long setup time could be
avoided once the controller accurately predicts the workload and
takes scaling actions upfront. However, n-tier web applications
naturally have bursty workload in both macro level (see Figure 8)
and micro level [31]; it is non-trivial to make accurate prediction
and add new VMs into the system ahead of the long setup time.
In fact our work complements both the reactive and predictive ap-
proaches. No matter which approach is chosen, when a controller
decides to scale out/in, reallocating soft resources is necessary to
maximize the efficiency of underlying hardware resources.

Queuing Model for Performance Prediction. Modeling of n-
tier applications has been studied for performance prediction and
system management. Urganonkar et al.[37] propose a queue-
based model to capture the performance characteristics of each
tier and application idiosyncrasies. This model focuses on the
relationship between number of sessions and average response
time, while our work focuses on the concurrency management
in each tier. Newell et al.[38] present a latency oriented model,
which is applied in the SEDA-based single server environment.
Their main focus is to optimize the threads allocation among
different stages in one server while our problem domain is in n-
tier application scaling management in cloud. Franks et al. [39],
[40] propose a layered queuing network model which character-
izes the dependencies of software and hardware resources across
nodes in different tiers of a distributed system. However, their
model does not take the impact of workload concurrency on the
sensitivity of server performance into account. Our research focus
is to ensure the optimal request processing concurrency in the
system to efficiently utilize the critical hardware resource even
after system scaling.

Software Performance Engineering. Software Engineering ap-
proaches has been explored for system performance optimization.
For example, Zheng et al. [41] proposed an auto-generation
technique of configuration files for Internet services such as n-tier
applications. Their focus is to remove various mis-configuration
caused by manual operations. On the other hand, our objective is
to optimize performance through soft resources on-line adaptation
in the system scaling management. Gunther et al.[17] proposed
a methodology to characterize the relationship between server
performance and threads concurrency in a single server envi-
ronment. Maji et al.[42] investigated some important parameters
(e.g., MaxClients and KeepaliveTimeout) of an Apache web server
and see how they affect the server’s performance in a shared cloud
environment. Their focus is to reduce the interference from the
co-hosted VMs by reconfiguring those parameters.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we show the importance of soft resource allocations
in scaling n-tier applications in the cloud. Through extensive
experiments using a representative n-tier web application bench-
mark (RUBBoS), we demonstrate that scaling an n-tier system
by adding or removing VMs without appropriately re-allocating
soft resources (e.g., server threads and connections) may lead to
significant performance degradation of the system (Section 2.2).

We build a concurrency-aware model that combines some op-
erational queuing laws and the fine-grained measurement data
of the system to determine a near optimal concurrency setting
of each tier in the system (Section 3). We integrate the model
into our dynamic concurrency management (DCM) framework to
intelligently reallocate soft resources of each tier during the sys-
tem scaling process (Section 4). Our experiments using six real-
world bursty workload traces demonstrate that DCM can achieve
significantly shorter tail latency while higher resource efficiency
compared to hardware-only scaling solutions (Section 5).
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